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Global Retail Analysis:
Women's Apparel Summer
2022
Take a look at high-level category shifts and topperforming products, as demand for dresses overtakes
separates for the high summer season
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River Island

Key takeaways
This report explores in-store messages and imagery, backed by WGSN data. Click
here to view the full image library for women’s summer apparel from May and
June 2022.
Cons umers op t for dres s es rather than top s , as we move away from loungewear
p os t-pandemic:
An appetite for dresses grows as consumers' intent to purchase increases in the UK by
6ppt to 28%, while potential purchasing for tops/T-shirts shows a YoY decline in the UK
by 3ppt to 23%. Referring back to WGSN’s # LetsParty and # EverydayDecadence
trends, dressier styles are noted across summer deliveries.
Suits and tailor ing begin to climb back into collections :
Although making up a small share of the apparel mix, suits and tailoring are the second
fastest-growing categories at +29% (UK) +43% (US) to hold 1% of the mix. Additionally,
full price out-of-stocks see YoY growth by 3ppt to 7% (UK, US), as edits across all
regions include a variety of tailoring, including hybrid workleisure styles and
occasionwear suiting.
Click here for all May and June in-s tore and window images from Barcelona,
Beacon, Cop enhagen, Hamp tons , London, Madr id, Mexico City, Miami, New York,
Par is , S eoul and Stockholm.

Harvey Nichols

London
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Retail highlights

French Connection

French Connection
launches rental platform
In time for the summer occasion
season, French Connection’s
rental platform allows the
option to rent pieces at a
fraction of the retail price. With
rental prices starting at £10 and
an option to rent for four, 10 or
15 days, the brand offers a more
flexible approach to specialoccasionwear.
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Boohoo

Boohoo x Megan Fox 2.0
Collaboration number two
includes bold and daring pieces,
including a chainmail crop top
and mirror disc pieces ranging
from £30 - £70. Exclusively
designed by the actor, over 40
styles include cargo trousers,
bright orange suits and bodycon
dresses that reflect the
collection theme of female
empowerment.

River Island

Chelsea Girl exclusively at
River Island
River Island's original identity
from the 1960s, Chelsea Girl, has
been relaunched, with
a collection of retro crochet
stripes and bold prints exclusive
to River Island. Available instore and online, the collection
introduces 1960s pop culture to
a new generation of consumers.

Zara

Gucci

Summer shopping in Madrid

Gucci x adidas collab

Travel with our retail team to the
Spanish capital, covering plenty
of summer crochet styles and
summer tailoring styles. Being
the home of Inditex, you'll
discover plenty of youth market
styles at Zara, Pull&Bear,
Bershka and Stradivarius
alongside outstanding concept
stores such as WOW Concept
and Mango.

Yet another designer and sports
brand collaboration, the Gucci x
adidas collection was designed
by Gucci's creative director
Alessandro Michelle, and is
prominently displayed in the
brand's windows for the summer
months. The sport-inspired
pieces capitalise on current
athleisure trends, taking the
luxury streetwear look in a fresh
direction.

Product mix data
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WGSN e-commerce: March 7 - June 13 2022

Demand for dresses surges in the UK as the US sees no YoY change
UK

2021

2022

River Island
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WGSN Barometer data shows the intent to
purchase dresses increased by +6ppt to 28%
(UK), and remained stable in the US YoY.
Purchasing for tops shows a YoY decline in
the UK by -3ppt to 23%

40

Tsh
irt

With tops and bottoms slightly decreasing
YoY and dresses increasing, retailers should
consider a careful approach to rebalance
the largest three product categories in line
with consumer demand

% of new in apparel

Tops continue to represent the biggest
share of the apparel mix, although
decreasing by 1ppt to 33% UK and to 34%
US. Dresses hold the second largest share,
however in contrast to tops have increased
share by 4ppt to 25% (UK) and to 24% (US),
while bottoms are down 2ppt to 20% (UK)
and to 21% (US)

UK

% of respondents

Tops continue to hold the biggest share of
the apparel mix, but dresses show strength,
increasing new-ins YoY and seeing
heightened consumer demand.

New-in dresses notably increase their
share of the apparel mix in S/S 22
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WGSN Barometer: 28 March - 19 June 2021 vs 2022
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Macy's

Pricing

The gap between average out-of-stock price and average
original price steadily decreases YoY

WGSN data highlights the sweet spot price
that consumers are willing to pay for fastfashion dresses online – faring better in the
UK than the US.

Across the dresses category

UK

Avg OOS price

In the US trend-led market, although the
average original price of dresses has
decreased by $10 ($81 in May 2021 vs $71
May 2022), there is room for further price
drops, as the average OOS price sits at
$51 for May 2022 (up from $45 in May 2021).
With a difference of $20, US retailers could
look at rebalancing the average dress prices
vs what consumers are willing to pay

Price

50

In the UK trend-led market, dresses are
showing signs of strength, as the average
original price remains relatively stable (£36
May 2021 vs £38 May 2022), alongside the
average OOS price rising by £5 (£25 in May
2021 vs £30 in May 2022)

US

Avg original price
5/17/2021

5/9/2022

£36.57

£38.52

£25.03

£30.29

25

0

Alice + Olivia

2020

2021

2022
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WGSN e-commerce: 10 Feb 2020 - June 13 2022

AllSaints

As consumer appetite for occasion styles
increases and full-price out-of-stocks for
dresses see a YoY increase (+3ppt to 9% UK
and 4ppt to 11% US), retailers should invest
further into dresses for social events at
higher price points – as seen on pages 10
and 11

River Island
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Karen Millen

Colour data
Seasonal colours pink and green grow
shares in the colour mix, catching up with
the largest shareholders, black, blue, multi
and neutrals.
The fastest growing colours in the mix
include orange (+74% UK, +71% US), green
(+69% UK, +43% US), brown (+47% UK, +41%
US) and purple (+46% UK, +39% US),
reciprocated by colour displays in stores
Despite holding a very small share in the mix
(3%) orange is the fastest rising colour,
particularly in new-season woven shirts and
blouses (+90% UK, +110% US), dresses
(+115% UK, +93% US) and jumpsuits (+83%
UK, +71% US) – one to watch for future
drops, as Apricot Crush is WGSN’s Colour of
the year 2024

Colour-mix across women's new-in apparel S/S 22
UK

US

19%
Black

Fastest-rising colour
9%
Green

18%
Blue

▲+2ppt

13%
Multi

Mint Velvet
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WGSN e-commerce: March 7 - June 13 2022

Pink slightly increased by +1ppt to 8% (UK)
and 7% (US), growing fastest across newseason dresses by +91% (UK), +60% (US). As
the fastest growing product category, pink
dresses are front and centre in store
displays this summer

Reserved

Stradivarius
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Mango

Bubblegum-pink maxidress
Shades of pink are performing well across women’s apparel, particularly on maxidresses and as slip
dresses, as per our S/S 23 Buyers' Briefing. This summer favourite is noted across markets, and makes up a
top search on Google Trends, where "Zara pink satin dress" is up by +300%. Additionally #BubblegumPink
has been in growth for seven out of 12 months, growing fastest in the retailer segment (+51% YoY in May
2022), and WGSN's Trend Curve shows pink on the rise for all apparel.

Essentiel Antwerp

London
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John Lewis

London

Harrods

London

H&M

London

Mango

Madrid

The vacay minidress
Offering an alternative to the sleek maxi, mini lengths with tiered panel details tap into
#VibrantVacation trends for high summer weather. Although popular for the youth market, blouson fit and
frill details can be adapted to suit all body types and ages, making this an easy win for retailers. As
consumer appetite for travel returns, utilise crease-free cellulosics for easy care and grab-and-go appeal.

Wynwood Block

Miami
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Primark

London

Intermix

Hamptons

Mango

Barcelona

Edite Mode

Miami

Relaxed clubhouse
A mix of athleisure and preppy sports style lends a summer update to the #Clubhouse trend. Comfortable
shorts, #Towelling materials (as seen in our recent Global Retail Analysis: Women's Cut & Sew and Knitwear
S/S 22), and sports-inspired prints combine active and lounge collections, also noted in our US Press
Previews: Prepleisure coverage.

Tommy Hilfiger

New-in volumes of apparel products that
feature "towelling" materials are up YoY by 53%
(UK)

Bandier
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New Yorker

Marks & Spencer

Magasin du Nord

Wedding whites
In line with the 2022 Wedding Boom, Millennials are opting for less traditional, less expensive wedding
outfits that can be reworn. Despite the colour white decreasing in the mix, the colour shows YoY increases
across dresses (+26% UK, +29% US), skirts (+24% UK, +39% US) and suit separates (+58% UK, +106% US) –
ideal wedding outfit products.

Åhléns

Mentions of #WeddingDress across influencer
accounts remains low but shows growth, rising
fastest across the the retailer segment (+92% in
May 2022)

Illums Bolighus
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Dolce & Gabbana

Alice + Olivia

Zara

Summer party
Typically an A/W edit, sequins and sparkle are prominent across markets as brands set the scene for next
season. Currently popular bubblegum pink and other pastel shades are noted among some bolder hues,
tapping into #LetsParty and #ExtremeEmbellishment trends, while the youth market taps in
embellishment, sequins, beading and crystals for festivals. Refer to WGSN's Reframing Sequin & Sparkle
guide for sustainable ideas involving circular designs.

Harrods

London
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Pink Magnolia

Mexico City

LoveShackFancy

Hamptons

Loewe

Paris

& Other Stories

London

Satin shine
An alternative to sequins, sleek silhouettes in satin and silk provide a summer occasion option for mature
demographics and the highly marketed-to wedding guest. Noted in our Retail Analysis: Prom &
Occasionwear S/S 22, shine materials see a 27% increase and act as key drivers on must-have items such as
the slip dress, camisole and pleated midiskirt.

Prada

Copenhagen
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Next

London

Anthropologie

London

Etam

Paris

Essentiel Antwerp

London

Hand-painted botanicals
Although predominantly done in digital print, the hand-painted aesthetic has evolved from the rise of
#Craftcore during lockdowns and leans into #ArtInFashion, posing an opportunity for vintage and
repurposed looks and #CreativeCollabs. See our Application & Technique: Prints & Graphics 2023 report
for further inspiration.

H&M

Stockholm
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Harrods

London

Anthropologie

London

Le Bon Marché

Paris

Dazzelle

Hamptons

Porcelain
Noted across all markets from luxury to fast fashion, intricate patterns inspired by porcelain china work
well as a summer print, evolving the blue-based florals in our Buyers’ Briefing: Women’s Print & Pattern S/S
22 in a more elevated offering.

Soi Paris

H&M
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Reserved

& Other Stories

Dolce & Gabbana

Y2k details
Currently one of the most popular youth trends, #Y2K details continue to grow across markets and product
categories, particularly denim for summer 2022. Heart shapes, large jewels and patchwork appliqués also
include the #90s, #NoughtiesNostalgia and #Kidult themes, a trend prominent at Coachella 2022.

Liverpool

Mexico City
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Urban Outfitters

London

Harrods

London

Bershka

Barcelona

Le Bon Marché

Paris

Ruching
The small but effective detail is particularly noted down the middle centre of dresses and tops, however
mid-market brands have taken a step further and used #Ruching as way to create volume on loose-fitting
items such as woven blouses. Any form of gathering and ruching taps into #FabricManipulation and is
noted as a key detail in our Buyers’ Briefing: Women’s Details S/S 23.

Intermix

Hamptons
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Sandro

Stockholm

Zara

Barcelona

Hugo Boss

London

Veronica Beard

Hamptons

Corset details
Originally seen in the #UnderwearOuterwear trend, lingerie details have evolved into a full corset top
complete with hook and eye fastenings. Conversations around #Corset show an increase of +36% YoY
across influencer accounts tracked by WGSN Social Media data, with each retailer approaching design in a
different way, using lace, boning details and tie fastenings. Fresh versions of the corset also feature in our
S/S 22 Women’s Denim and Prom & Occasionwear retail analyses.

River Island

London
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Seek the Label

Miami

Stradivarius

London

Abercrombie & Fitch

London

Bershka

London

Graphic tees
Tying in with #90sGrunge trends, concert tees also work well for #FestivalFashion. For retailers without
licensing options, retro graphics with slogans are a good alternative, keeping palettes in line with some of
the top related search queries for graphic tees which include black and purple (+750%), white and orange
(+3,350%) and white and green (+950%).

Brandy Melville

Hamptons
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New Look

London

Goodbye Folk

Mexico City

Cubus

Stockholm

Bershka

London

1 2 3
Action points

Exploit the opportunity for year-round
occasionwear edits

Rethink tailoring as workwear hybrids or
occasionwear edits

Begin to think about syncing active and
lounge collections into prepleisure edits

This summer season saw a rise in sparkly styles, but
there is opportunity to provide for occasions
throughout the year, such as Eid and summer weddings.
Think about versatile glamorous pieces that can
transition across multiple occasions. Use social
platforms and e-commerce content to show versatile
styling options for occasionwear pieces, heightening
the cost-per-wear value for shoppers

Tailoring categories are showing continued growth but
now in a less traditional workwear style. Hybrid suit
separates and mix-and-match sets will be the ultimate
smart casual aesthetic, paired with casual T-shirts and
loose-fitting shorts. Alternatively, occasionwear offers
another opportunity for tailoring, as retailers explore
formal looks such as brightly coloured power suits and
tuxedo-style dresses

As loungewear saw volumes spike throughout the
pandemic, now is the time to remix any overstock and
style with active and preppy style separates to create
summer # Clubhouse edits. As loungewear begins to
evolve with references the # TheGreatOutdoors, bring
in practical textures such as towelling for the summer
months
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Methodology
WGSN e-commerce data:
Based on women’s products across
125 retailers in the UK and US from
March 7 to June 13 2020, 2021 and 2022
Some retailers are excluded to
ensure like-for-like calculations and
to avoid inflated product counts due
to the acquisition of new retailers on
the e-commerce platform
Numbers may fluctuate as we
recategorise to help clarify
ambiguous/new products or if
retailers refactor their websites

WGSN Barometer
WGSN Barometer is a retail consumer
intelligence and surveys platform.
Data used was collected across
women aged 16–74 across the UK and
US from March 28 to June 19 2021 and
2022

WGSN s ocial media data:
We use text analytics to track,
measure and respond to the
conversations that are driving some of
the key trends in this report across
our WGSN influencer map
WGSN influencer map: created by a
team of WGSN trend specialists that
lists influencers from the US and
Europe, selected from a range of
disciplines, eg brands, stylists,
photographers, publications

Definitions :
New-in: the products that are newly
added to the retail website in the
timeframe selected
YoY: year-on-year
Markdown (%): products in
markdown divided by overall
products available during the
specified period in each given
department or category
Percentage point (ppt): a percentage
is the proportion of a set of products
over a larger set. An example is newin trousers over new-in apparel mix. A
percentage point computes the
arithmetical difference between
percentages; going from 40% to 44%
is a 4ppt increase
Average depth of discount: average %
depth of discount
Out-of-stocks (%): the proportion of
products that have 50% or more SKUs
out of stock (OOS)
% full-price out-of-stocks: % of
products where at least 50% of the
SKUs (colour or size) were not
available for purchase on a retailer's
site but still shown, and kept at
original price, any day during the
selected timeframe
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